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This invention relates to home appliances and more 
particularly to an improved backguard support structure 
for such appliances. 
One purpose of providing backguards on home ap~ 

pliances is to house controls, lights and the like. For 
servicing these structures inside the backguards, it is often 
necessary to gain access from the rear. Another purpose 
for the backguards on home appliances is for decoration. 
To this end the backguard is often constructed with a thin 
pro?le and projects relatively high above the main top 
surface of the appliance. As a result, the crated or boxed 
appliance occupies additional space during handling or 
shipping. Furthermore, because the backguard support 
structure is ordinarily not capable of withstanding ex 
cessive blows or other forces encountered in shipping 
along certain planes, for example acting against the front 
of the backguard, special support means are required to 
prevent damage to the appliance and backguard. 

Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention 
to provide an improved support means for appliance back 
guards and the like which permits selective orientation 
of the background in a set of different positions conveni 
ent for normal use, servicing, and shipping. 

It is a further object of the present invention to pro 
vide an improved support structure of the above type 
which is easily disassembled while assuring rigid support 
of the backguard for normal use. 

It is a more detailed object of the present invention, in 
accordance with the above, to provide a support structure 
which permits the backguard to be pivoted to the various 
selectable positions while at all times maintaining the 
background and appliance intact so that one person can 
easily handle positioning of the backguard. 

It is an over-all object of the present invention to pro~ 
vide a support structure or assembly which is economical 
to manufacture, easy to use, and which can be adapted 
to standard home appliances. 
The above and ‘other objects and advantages of the 

present invention will be more readily apparent when read 
in connection with the accompanying drawings in which: 
FIGURE 1 is a perspective of a top portion of a range 

having a backguard and embodying the present inven 
tion; 
FIGURE 2 is a partial section along 2—2 of FIGURE 

1 showing a backguard support assembly; 
FIGURE 3 is an exploded view of the backguard sup 

port of FIGURE 2; 
FIGURE 4 is a perspective showing the backguard 

pivoted forward; 
FIGURE 5 is a perspective showing the backguard 

pivoted rearwardly; and 
FIGURE 6 is a side elevation showing the backguard 

in solid in the forwardly pivoted and in phantom in each 
of normal position and rearwardly suspended position. 

Turning to FIGURE 1, there shown is a range 10 em 
bodying the present invention, the latter includes: a cabi 
net 11 having a top surface 12, a lateral side or wall 13, 
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a rear side or wall 14, and a background 15 positioned 
generally along the corner formed by the intersecting top 
surface 11 and a rear side or wall 12. The top of the 
cabinet is provided with burners, two of which (16, 18) 
are shown. The top is intsalled as a part of the cabinet 
so as to be removable simply by lifting. The backguard 
15 has a rear dust cover 17 which is selectively remov 
able to gain access to a convenience light 19 and a set 
of controls 20. In the illustrated embodiment, the range 
utilizes gas as a source of energy, and thus the electrical 
controls housed by the backguard ar not as numerous as 
in the instance of an electric range. However, the illus 
trated backguard could be mounted on an electric range 
or on other appliances such as dryers, automatic washers, 
and the like. Indeed, the structure could be located to 
one side rather than at the rear of an appliance cabinet. 

In accordance with the present invention, the back 
guard 15 is supported on an appliance framework, herein 
illustrated as the cabinet 11, by a support assembly 21 
which permits locating of the backguard in any of three 
positions convenient for (1) normal use, (2) servicing 
of structure housed by the backguard and (3)handling of 
the appliance with the top surface streamlined (see FIG 
URE 6). In the present embodiment an assembly 21 
supports the backguard, there being two individual sup 
ports provided at opposite sides or ends of the back 
guard 15, however, because the structures correspond, 
only the support at one end, the right end as viewed in 
FIGURE 1, is herein described. There shown are a pair 
of brackets 22, 24, one carried by the backguard and the 
other by the cabinet, each having a generally L-shaped 
con?guration for convenience in ?tting the corner formed 
by the intersection of the top and rear surfaces of the 
cabinet, respectively. 

Describing the backguard 15 and speci?cally the sup 
porting framework, a panel 25 extends longitudinally 
across the front of the backguard and is provided with a 
base portion 26 adapted to rest on a rear frame part 27 
of the cabinet top 12. Another portion of the backguard 
framework, a longitudinally extending angle member 28, 
is attached to a third inner backguard framework mem 
ber 29, in the present instance by spot welding, at points 
30, 31. The bracket 22 is carried by the backguard, and 
speci?cally by framework member 29. To this end, the 
L-shaped bracket includes a leg 32 and an integral body 
portion 34. Provided on the leg 32 is a pair of transverse 
?anges 35, 3,6 which are fastened to the framework mem 
ber 29, in the present instance by spot welding, at points 
37, 38. Thus, the bracket 22 is rigidly anchored to the 
framework of the backguard 15 forming one integral 
structure therewith so that anchoring of the bracket effects 
support of the backguard. 
For mounting the backguard in a normal upright posi 

tion on the cabinet (see FIGURE 1), a pair of selectively 
operable fastening means are provided, one connected to 
the backguard frame piece 28 and the other to the bracket 
22. In the present instance, the fastening means takes 
the form of a pair of thumb screws 40*, 41 having respec 
tive threaded portions 40a, 41a threaded into respective 
receiving clips 42, 44. The clip 42 is carried by the back 
guard angle piece 28, and the clip 44 is carried by the 
bracket 22. For permitting the threaded portions of the 
respective thumb screws to pass through the backguard 
angle piece 28 and the bracket 22, an ‘opening 45 is pro 
vided in the background angle piece 28, and an opening 
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46 is provided in a transverse wall 47 which is an in 
tegral extension of the bracket body portion 34 (see FIG 
URE 4). Thus, when the respective thumb screws 40, 41 
are tightened, the bracket 22 cooperates to lend solid sup 
port to the backguard even though the latter may extend 
substantially above the top of the cabinet and be subjected 
to pivoting forces acting against either the front or rear 
of the backguard. The thumb screws are hidden from 
view within the cabinet walls while being easily accessible 
either through the burner openings in the top, or by re 
moval of the cabinet top 12. 
To permit pivotal and sliding movement of the back 

guard relative to the cabinet, either forward or rearward, 
while at all times maintaining the backguard joined to 
the appliance, the second bracket 24 is anchored to the 
main appliance structure, in the present instance to the 
cabinet, and joined with the backguard-carried bracket 22 
by a pin and slot coupling. Describing the structure, the 
bracket 24 is anchored, in the present instance, to the 
cabinet top rear frame portion 27, to an adjacent portion 
of the cabinet rear side 14. A pair of stove bolts 54, 55 
are provided for this purpose, one received in an opening 
54a formed in a bracket ?ange 61 adapted to ?t against 
the cabinet top and the other in an opening 55a formed 
in a bracket ?ange 62 adapted to ?t against the cabinet 
rear. A pin 56 carried by the backguard bracket 22 is 
received in a generally L-sha-ped slot 58 formed in a body 
portion 59 of the anchored bracket. For holding pin 56 
captive in the slot 58 an oversized head portion 64 is pro 
vided thereon. Accordingly, even while the backguard 
is pivoted and slid relative to the appliance cabinet, the re 
spective structures are held intact. 
As is shown in FIGURES 4 and 5, means ‘are provided 

for connecting the structure, such as the light 19 and 
controls 20 within the backguard to the main part of the 
appliance. Herein illustrated are electrical wires 64 which 
extend through a generally rectangular opening 65 in the 
rear frame portion 27 of the appliance top. 

Explaining the relative positioning of the backguard to 
the appliance cabinet, in the normal backguard position 
the pin 56 rests at the bottom of a vertical portion 68 (as 
viewed in FIGURE 2) of the slot 58. The vertical por 
tion of the slot 68 is set out a predetermined distance a 
from the rear 14 of the appliance. The reason, as ex 
plained subsequently, is to permit the backguard to as 
sume a suspended position to facilitate shipping the ap 
pliance. The vertical portion 68 of the slot extends up 
wardly a distance b above the top 12 of the cabinet so 
as to provide suf?-cient space for a lower corner 69 of the 
backguard to swing by the cabinet top. 
‘ Accordingly, when it is desired, for example, to swing 
the backguard forward in which position the dust cover 
17 can be removed and access gained to the structure 
within the backguard for servicing, ?rst the top 12 is slid 
off the cabinet permitting the thumb screws 40, 41 to be 
reached. These are removed, thereby releasing the back 
guard. Next, the backguard is lifted so that the pin 56 
‘moves along slot 68 for a distance b whereupon the back 
guard can be pivoted forward. An integral extension 70 
is provided for the slot 68 at the upper end to permit the 
pin 56 to move forward in slot 70 so that even if the ap 
pliance and backguard are installed, for example, in juxta 
posed relation to a kitchen wall, swinging forward of 
the backguard can be accomplished. Thereafter, the nec 
essary servicing can be performed easily as can be ap 
preciated from viewing the backguard in the forwardly 
inclined service position in FIGURE 4. 

In shipping or handling appliances, it is convenient to 
have the top thereof clear of projections. For example, a 
backguard extending approximately a foot above a range 
top presents dii?culty in packaging by increasing the height 
substantially. Also, because the backguard is not strong 
ly supported, reinforcing must be provided to assure that 
the appliance is not damaged in shipping. Accordingly, it 
it is a feature of the present invention that the backguard 
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4 
can be swung to a rear position wherein it is suspended 
in a juxtaposed orientation, generally parallel to the rear 
wall of the appliance cabinet. To this end the mount 
ing thumb screws 40, 41 are removed and the backguard 
is lifted to a position where an end 71 0f the backguard 
icarried bracket 22 is permitted to swing by the rear upper 
corner of the appliance whereupon the backguard is turned 
substantially 180° to a position where it hangs suspended 
from the bracket 24. The position of a vertical portion 
68 of the slot 58 is spaced the distance a from the rear 
wall of the cabinet so that a portion of the backguard 
structure, including the bracket 22 extending rearwardly 
beyond pin 56, can ?t between the pin 56 and the ap 
pliance rear wall. 

It is clear from the foregoing description that the pres 
ent invention provides an easily-manufacturable structure 
using a minimum of parts to provide solid support for 
an upwardly extending structure in an appliance, such 
as a background or the like. At the same time, the sup 
porting structure permits the position of the backguard in 
a ?rst position, pivoted forward in the illustrated range 
environment, which is convenient for servicing the struc 
ture enclosed within the backguard. At the same time, 
the supporting stnucture permits a complete reverse pivot 
ing of the backguard to a position which clears or stream 
lines the top of the appliance cabinet so that the over-all 
height of the appliance is reduced. In this respect, ap 
pliances can be shipped in box cars, for example, taking 
up less vertical space. In one practical example, the over 
all height of the ranges was reduced suf?ciently so that 
they could be stacked three-high in a standard box car in 
stead of only two-high. At the same time, the backguard 
supporting structure maintains the backguard and ap 
pliance as one assembled unit. Thus, there is less op 
portunity for damage to the backguard. 

I claim as my invention: 
1. In a home appliance having a backguard of sufficient 

thickness to cover associated controls carried on a cabinet 
frame, the latter including at least a top surface and a 
side surface, the combination comprising a ?rst member 
carried by the backguard, a second member carried by the 
frame, a ?rst coupling means carried by one of said mem 
bers, a second coupling means carried by the other of said 
members, said respective ?rst and second coupling means 
inter?t-ting to permit slidable and pivotal movement be 
tween said respective ?rst and second members while re 
maining intact so that said backguard is not separated 
from said appliance during movement, said respective cou 
pling means providing three support positions for the 
backguard, a normal upright position, a forward pivoted 
position and a rearward pivoted position, wherein the 
backguard having said thickness to cover controls hangs 
juxtaposed a side surface and means for selectively fasten 
ing said backguard in said normal upright position. 

2. The combination of claim 1 wherein said ?rst cou 
pling means is a projection carried by one of said mem 
bers and said second coupling means is an opening in said 
other member and means for maintaining said respective 
projection and other member joined while permitting rela 
tive sliding and pivotal movement between the backguard 
and the appliance cabinet. 

3. The combination of claim 2 wherein said projection 
and opening inter?t permitting the backguard to be pivot 
ed from a ?rst normal upright position to a second for 
ward pivoted position exposing the rear of the backguard 
and to a third rearward pivoted position streamlining the 
top surface of the appliance. 

4. The combination of claim 3 wherein said opening 
extends upwardly and forwardly to permit said backguard 
to be raised and pivoted forward while the appliance re 
mains in place even if the backguard in said ?rst nor 
mal upright position is against a wall or the like. 

5. The combination of claim 1 wherein said upwardly 
extending portion of said opening is offset a predeter 
mined distance away from the ‘appliance to permit said 
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backguard to be pivoted and folded to a position sus 
pended in juxtaposition to the appliance side. 
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